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Freewriting Prompts

“No tears in the writer, no tears in the reader.
No surprise in the writer, no surprise in the reader.”
—	Robert	Frost

Throughout the book, you will learn ways to integrate freewriting into the vari-
ous subject areas you teach. This chapter provides a quick reference to prompts 
that are effective in any subject area, especially as you and your students become 
more familiar with freewriting. These prompts are typically universal, enabling 
each student to find success.

General Prompts, Varied Responses

Everyone can respond to the prompt “I feel …,” for example, because we all feel 
something. Everyone can respond to the prompt “I need …,” again, because we 
all need something. We are not dictating what our students write: they are going 
to write what comes to mind based on the few words we give them. The writ-
ing will therefore be wonderfully varied. Writing assignments on a given topic 
such as a summer vacation limit our students’ choices and, therefore, the level of 
engagement. Not all students want to write about their summer vacations. Free-
writing prompts, however, can lead us anywhere!

Provide a two- or three-word prompt regardless of the circumstance. Here is a 
basic list of effective prompts focused on I:

I remember …
I am …
I am not …
I am from …
I’ve lost …
I wish …

I want …
I need …
I think …
I feel …
I collect …
I wonder …

I like to …
Today I …
I believe …
I enjoy …

Some prompts, such as these, are slightly longer or written in a different format:

I am grateful for …
I want to be …
I’m worried about …
I’m not happy about …
I’m upset about …
I am sorry that …

The trouble with …
I wish my parents knew …
I wish my teacher knew …
I wish I knew …
I feel good when …
A friend is …
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I am a friend to …
Everybody should …
Sometimes I dream …
Maybe one day …
I don’t like people who …
What I like best about this class is …
The funniest thing I ever saw …
I’m proud of myself when …
When I was six …
The best laugh I’ve heard is …
You won’t believe this, but …
The weather outside …

Currently I see …
Currently I feel …
The truth is …
I am obsessed with …
When we went to …
Writing is …
I said goodbye to …
I wish I had a key to …
My hands …
It’s not fair that …
Learning to drive will be …
When I am older …

Let students write on a person of your choice or theirs: “My mom …,” “My 
dad …,” “My sister …,” “My brother …,” “My grandmother …,” “My uncle …,” 
“My neighbor …,” “My dentist …,” “My teacher …,” “My family is …”

Invite students to write about favorites: “My favorite animal is …,” “My favorite 
color is …,” “My favorite shoes are …,” “My favorite movie is …”

Choose a word, either concrete or abstract, to write about:

Love is …
Hope is …
Happiness is …
Sadness is …

Christmas is …
Summer is …
Money is …
Pain is …

School is …
Home is …

Put a provocative statement on the board, for example, “Every school should 
hire a police officer” or “Dogs are better than cats.” Have students address the 
topic, responding with “I agree …” or “I disagree …”

Invite students to complete the following sentence and write about it further: 
“There are not enough _________ in the world. I think …”

Provide a sensory writing experience. The students can write about popcorn 
while watching and listening to it pop, while smelling it, and perhaps even while 
tasting it. “Popcorn is …”

Give an If prompt. For example: “If children ruled the world …,” “If I could 
fly …,” “If I were the principal …,” “If my dog could talk …,” “If I had a magic 
wand …,” “If we ran out of water …,” “If I had to move next week ...,” “If I could 
buy anything …,” “If I could choose another name, I’d choose …,” “If I could go 
anywhere in the world …”

Once your class becomes familiar with the idea of freewrites, offer a visual 
prompt. To prepare, collect interesting pictures or items. You could show your 
older students a dramatic news photo. For younger students, present something 
intriguing or perhaps a tad bizarre. Artwork, a wonderful option, too, is dis-
cussed more fully in Chapter 10.

Arrange for students to write to music. Try Vivaldi, Mozart, or Handel. Try 
Oscar Peterson, The Phantom of the Opera, or Enya. Afterwards, discuss the dif-
ferences in the students’ writing process and product when they write to music. 
This exercise is especially effective with simple two-word prompts such as “I 
feel …,” “I need …,” “I think …,” “I remember …,” or “I am …” (Music is dis-
cussed more fully in Chapter 10.)

For an interesting twist, have the class write two freewrite opposites one after 
the other. For example, spend about seven minutes writing “I’m afraid of …” and 
then surprise the students and have them spend as much time again responding 


